1. Determine the traverse cord length desired.

2. Rotate the louvers open and slide a hard plastic card between the louver and the long side of the louver stem. Push the card and the louver up toward the top of the louver stem. This will unseat the louver from the stem.

3. Remove the louver by pulling down on both the louver and the plastic card at the same time. Lay the louver on a clean flat surface. Repeat for all louvers. **Note:** If using a credit card, be careful not to damage the magnetic strip.

4. Traverse the carriers to the stacked position.
TASK: Shorten Traverse Cords for G85 Duravue/Duralite and G71 Supervue/Everglide

Use If/When: Shorten traverse cords for G85 DuraVue/Duralite and G71 SuperVue/Everglide, including Angle Top and Curved/Bowed headrails

Tools Needed: Flat head screwdriver, needle nose pliers or tweezers, scissors

5. Locate the first carrier closest to the center of the blind on the control side of the headrail.

6. Use needle nose pliers to grip the knot and pull lightly. As the cord is pulled out through the carriers, the traverse cord loop will shorten.

7. Once the traverse cord is at the desired length, tie a double knot in the cord.

8. To ensure the cord length is correct, traverse carriers by pulling on traverse cord several times to test operation and cord length.
9. Once the cord length is correct, and the carriers traverse properly, cut the excess cord ¼" before the new knot. Pull the traverse cord until the knot is snug up against the carrier.

10. Once you have confirmed the headrail is operating properly, reinstall the louvers in the open position as shown in the picture below.